Most organizations have a long history of storing
and managing user data on local file shares in their
datacenters, but with rapidly growing volumes and
security concerns this a situation that’s going to be
hard to manage efficient in the long run.

CLOUD POWERED ORGANIZATION

Technology is changing the way we do business so
does the requirements in providing a workplace
where people can collaborate and share information
in a secure and robust way.
Keeping up with this progress and still providing
users a modern and mobile workplace requires that
organizations move away from traditional local “on
premise” solutions and adopt the cloud.

Mobile &
Flexible

Secure &
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Inclusive &
Collaborative

Moving personal storage areas to the cloud will
enable the organization to work with documents
mobile and flexible both online and offline.

Personal storage areas in the cloud will enable new
possibilities for mobile work since information can
be accessed anywhere and from any device.

Cloud storage solutions also removes the burden
for the organization in keeping up with capacity
planning, hardware investments and backups by
providing limitless and secure storage.

Documents can securely and easily be shared with
colleagues inside the organization as well as with
external customers and partners

The cloud have built in advanced compliance and
security capabilities that enables the organization to
control and safeguard their valuable information.

Cloud powered personal storage provides
enterprise grade security and modern information
protection capabilities to protect the organization’s
sensitive data and makes sure that only users who
are entitled to access data can do so.
This is made possible by advanced encryption,
compliance, and security features that keep your
company data protected.

With long-term experience and deep technical expertise we can provide cloud migrations no matter the size,
difficulty and complexity of the organization and it-ecosystem.
Our prescriptive advice, proven processes and methods ensures that the migration to cloud based storage is
done in a secure and efficient way. This is secured by the creation and implementation of modern information
protection strategies together with the organization
We know that moving to the cloud is a cultural change for the organization and that success can only be
reached when the users understands the new way of working and what benefits that introduces. To reach true
user-adoption we work with effective and proven communication and training plans to keep all users informed,
engaged and ready for a modern way of working.

Assess & Plan

Prepare & Communicate

Plan migration strategy,
assess needs for information
protection and user education

Set up security features and
prepare organization for new
way of working

Windows 10

Office 365

Implement & Integrate

Proceed migration and
integrate new way of working

Enterprise Mobility + Security

Our values are at the core of our actions; collaboration, trust, continuous development and expertise.
We walk beside our customers in their data-driven business transformation, taking ownership of their
transformation as if it were our own.
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